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With the advancement of AR/VR technologies, there has been much research
on 3D telepresence over the past few years. Here, we propose an approach
for AR mobile 3D telepresence that uses only AR headsets and a few inertial
sensors worn by a user. This egocentric approach that we adopted allows
3D human body reconstruction anywhere with fewer constraints and more
convenience than previous approaches that rely on external cameras. Our
expanded egocentric system has two major innovations: 1) it utilizes Inertial
Measurement Units (IMUs) to track user movements not always seen by the
headset cameras, such as legs and arms, and 2) it improves the reconstruction
of the user’s body by utilizing cameras worn by a nearby collaborator if
present. Our system employs a template-based method for human body
reconstruction. The reconstruction starts with a parametric Skinned Multi-
Person Linear (SMPL) human body model, and changes the parameters of
the model over time. For each time interval during the capture, our system
predicts poses and retargets them back to the human body model. Our
system also progressively updates the model with shapes and textures that
have higher fidelity, derived from the collaborative user’s camera images.
This thesis introduces the structure of the system and elaborates on the
parts of the system where I have contributed the most: 1)integration of
reconstruction data such as texture, shape and pose of the human body,





With the advancement of computer technology in the past few decades,
people now have more options to communicate remotely, such as online
chatting and video conferences. However, these methods of telecommunication
are restricted to 2D imagery. People are shown in two-dimensions, and
usually faces are prioritized for display due to the constraints of the 2D
display technology. Also, views are locked to the capturing camera’s view
so that users cannot direct their gaze as freely as in physical gatherings.
In video conferences, participants can barely see others’ body language and
it is difficult for participants to switch attention among multiple speakers.
Therefore, people’s engagement in these communications is restricted. This
limitation inspired research in 3D telepresence, which should allow users to
communicate with one another as if they meet in person.
There has been an abundance of work on immersive 3D telepresence
systems that strive to offer this improvement. Early work often utilizes
an array of cameras mounted on a wall. Each camera provides texture
or photometric imagery from a single view, and multiple camera views are
combined to extract depth information (Fuchs et al., 1994). Because of
the limits of early hardware’s computational power, the output 3D models
are coarse. After the emergence of cheap depth-sensing cameras, especially
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Kinect, researchers were able to obtain depth information directly from
these cameras, increasing the accuracy of depth prediction and improving
3D reconstruction results significantly (Fuchs et al., 2014). Such early work
focused mostly on one specific aspect in telepresence, such as 3D display, or
3D acquisition and reconstruction, mainly because the acquisition systems
conflict with the display systems. Only recently have researchers begun to
develop integrated systems for telepresence.
Real-time Telepresence System
Recently, researchers have worked toward integrated telepresence system.
Holoportation (Orts-Escolano et al., 2016) explored a real-time and high-
quality telepresence system, integrating solutions for real-time capture, transmission,
and display. The authors set up cameras in one room for capturing the
foreground and reconstructing the human body model together with foreground
objects. The reconstructed result is then transmitted to HoloLens AR glasses
worn by the user in another room. This system achieves 3D presence as if
the captured user is virtually teleported to the other room. While the results
are impressive, the system requires a complex setup. It requires 24 cameras
on eight camera pods spanning the entire room and 4 PCs for each capture
site, 32 in total, to compute depth and foreground segmentation. Although
later reconstruction method (Yu et al., 2017) require only a single camera,
users’ activities are still constrained in one room because the hardware setup
is fixed.
Egocentric Reconstruction
As discussed above, previous telepresence systems have a location constraint
imposed by the hardware setup. One approach to overcome this restriction
is egocentric reconstruction. Egocentric motion capture methods have been
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developed over the past few years, focusing on pose estimation of the human
body. The team led by Rhodin (Rhodin et al., 2016) used two head-mounted
fish-eye cameras to estimate body pose. Another team (Xu et al., 2019)
decreased the number of cameras to one. Based on the results of these works,
a team at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Cha et al., 2018)
proposed an egocentric reconstruction system (System 1.0), which enables
the reconstruction of the human body with only one headset. The system
captures a wearer’s body pose and facial expression with downward-facing
cameras and the environment with front-facing cameras. Since the cameras
are embedded in the wearable headset, data capture can take place anywhere,
even outdoors. Because of the lack of surface information for the human
body from the limited views of downward-facing cameras, Cha employed the
parametric human body model SCAPE (Anguelov et al., 2005) to reconstruct
the human body, rather than using the template-free dynamic surface fusion
method in previous telepresence systems. The additional benefit of this
approach is that the data required for reconstructing human body movement
is more lightweight because only sparse pose vectors of each joint are needed
to update the human body pose at each frame. The limitations of Cha’s
work are: 1) it requires an initialization step to acquire the specific user’s
model and texture, which is not integrated as a part of the system, and 2) it
does not predict the shape and pose of the human body that are not visible
from the downward-looking cameras.
The mobile AR telepresence system in this thesis improves on these two
limitations. First, we use IMUs to better predict the pose of the invisible
parts of the body and the rotation of limbs around longitudinal axis that
cannot be estimated from visual inputs. Since IMUs are already embedded
in many mobile devices for daily usage, we envision that IMUs will become
even more portable and more easily incorporated as components of human
body reconstruction systems. Second, we integrate the customization of the
parametric model as a part of our system. Our system acquires textures and
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shape parameters from a second local user to update the parametric model
over time, so an initialization step is no longer required.
My contribution to this new system consists of three parts. First, I
integrated different data sources to reconstruct the human body. Second,
I employed the SMPL human body model as our parametric human body
model to achieve more natural deformation of human body animation. Third,





In this section, we will first specify the hardware setup of our current system
and then introduce its complete processing pipeline.
2.1 Different System Versions
Our current system is still undergoing improvements; therefore the current
working system (System 1.5) is different from our final proposed system
(System 2.0). System 1.5 contains only the most basic functions of System
2.0, which provides improvements for several components. The major difference
between System 1.5 and System 2.0 is that System 2.0 will use the Ximmerse
AR headsets (Figure 2.1) for both capture and display, while System 1.5
uses only our custom headsets for data capture and provides no head-worn
displays.
Most parts of the thesis are based on System 1.5. Sections 4.4 and 4.5
refer to the complete System 2.0.
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Figure 2.1: An Ximmerse AR headset prototype equipped with forward-,
downward-, and side-looking cameras(two of each)
2.2 Hardware Setup
Our hardware setup requires two different headsets and eight IMUs. The
first headset has two downward-facing cameras and one front-facing camera
(Figure 2.2a), while the second headset has two front-facing cameras (Figure
2.2b). The first headset is worn by the reconstructed subject while the
second one is worn by the local collaborator. The downward- facing cameras
serve dual purposes: 1) capture visual data for motion prediction and 2)
capture visual data for camera localization using Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM). The forward-facing cameras also serve a dual purpose:
capturing visual data for 1) body shape estimation and 2) texture extraction.
All cameras are Toshiba BU505MCF models and are synchronized using
software provided by Toshiba. The intrinsic parameters of all cameras and
the (extrinsic) relationships between cameras on the same headset are calibrated
before any capture starts. We use eight Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs)
placed on the reconstructed subject’s limbs for tracking body parts often
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(a) The headset worn by
the reconstructed subject
(b) The headset worn by the
collaborator
(c) Four IMUs on
each side of the
body
Figure 2.2
occluded from camera views (Figure 2.2c). In System 2.0, we will decrease
the number of IMUs to four.
2.3 Processing Pipeline
The overall workflow is illustrated in Figure 2.3. As the figure shows, our
system first acquires hardware inputs from headsets and IMUs. Then our
system extracts 3D human body pose, body shape and texture, in addition
to the camera position. In a final step, my work is to combine all these
processed data streams and present the final reconstruction results in both
the AR headset display of another user, and in a world view display. Details
of the effort will be presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.3: The overall workflow of our system. The left half shows the
required device inputs while the right half shows the data processing phase.




Data inputs in System 1.5 consist of the video capture streams of each
headset, and the data delivered by IMUs. In this chapter, ”data acquisition”
the method for acquiring the processed data for the integration stage.
Since data acquisition is not the major focus of this thesis, we will only
briefly discuss how we process the data that is required for the final presentation.
Most of the work in this section is the product of two collaborators (Qian
Zhang and Yong-Woon Cha) within our telepresence research group. Data
processed at this stage will be used for the final integration stage.
3.1 3D Pose Estimation
There has been a significant amount of work on the prediction of 3D human
body poses from video input, such as XNect (Mehta et al., 2019). There
has also been work on using inertial sensors to predict full human body
pose, such as Deep Inertial Poser (Huang et al., 2018). To increase the
accuracy of 3D body pose estimation, Young-Woon Cha combines video
inputs from downward-facing cameras and the pose inputs of IMUs. Cha
trained a convolution neural network for processing visual inputs (Figure
3.1), and a recurrent neural network for processing IMU data, and combined
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Figure 3.1: CNN structure for 3D pose prediction from visual input
Figure 3.2: Workflow of Pose Estimation
both for final pose output (Figure 3.2). Then, he used an inverse kinematics
method to find the rotation of each joint in world space and generated a data
file that includes the predicted poses at every time interval.
3.2 Shape and Texture
Figure 3.3 shows the workflow to generate texture. Qian Zhang focused on
this part. Zhang first generates an estimated human body shape and poses
using SMPLify (Bogo et al., 2016). Then, he further refines the model in two
13
Figure 3.3: Workflow for generating texture for the reconstructed human
body
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steps: 1) minimizing the distance between the projected SMPL model joints
and the predicted joints by OpenPose (Cao et al., 2017) and 2) optimizing
the distance between the body silhouette (obtained from body segmentation
using PGN Gong et al. (2018)) and the boundary of the projected model. He
then maps the pixels on the input image to a UV map to obtain a texture from
a single frame and calculates the local angles between the camera direction
and the surface normal of the refined body mesh to obtain a visibility map
for the model surface. Finally, he combines the textures of single frames
using the visibility maps as weights to generate a final texture.
3.3 Camera Localization
Figure 3.4: Camera calibration by matching extracted features. The left side
shows detected feature points. Insert at lower right, the posters on the wall
are the main sources of the features shown at left
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To obtain a human body pose in world space, we need to find the pose
of the downward-facing cameras in world space, as the predicted 3D human
body pose initially known in the coordinate system of the downward-looking
cameras,
T (θ)w = T (θ)c ∗ Tc
where T (θ)c is the matrix of human body pose with respect to the downward-
facing cameras, Tc is the transformation matrix of the downward-facing
camera with respect to the world space and T (θ)w is the desired human
body pose in world space.
To obtain the camera pose in the world coordinates, we adopted the
state-of-the-art SLAM algorithm OpenVSLAM (Sumikura et al., 2019) for
localization of the camera position (Figure 3.4). We need to first scan the
entire room beforehand to build up the feature map of the room and then






This section discusses the major focus of this thesis, which is the integration
of 3D reconstruction components and the resulting demonstration of our
telepresence system. Integration is the process that combines all the necessary
data streams to update the human body model and then renders the final
result for display. The demonstration is a physical setup of our telepresence
system that enables people to communicate with the virtual representation
of a person while being able to see their own real environment. There are
several requirements for demonstrating our reconstruction result: efficient
human body animation with high frame rates, infrequent texture and body
shape updates, and two ways of presenting the final results. Because our
system requires functionality that is already compatible with commercial
game engines, the integration part of this work is implemented in Unity.
4.1 Human Model
Our system employs the Skinned Multi-Person Linear model (Loper et al.,
2015), which is a skinned vertex-based model able to represent a wide variety
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of body shapes in natural human poses. It utilizes pose-dependent blend
shapes, identity-dependent blend shapes, and a regressor from vertices to
joint locations to achieve this purpose. This chapter will explain these three
parts in further detail.
The base model is a mesh that consists of N = 6890 vertices and K = 23
joints. It has been assigned an initial skeletal rig and blend weights (Figure
4.1) that specifies how much each vertex is influenced by a joint.
(a) front view (b) rear view
Figure 4.1: Base human body model. The color gradient shows the initial
blend weights. White dots indicate the initial joint positions.
In linear-based blending(LBS)(Magnenat-Thalmann et al., 1988), each
transformed vertex can be calculated by applying a linear combination of






where w is the blend weight and T is the transformation matrix of each
joint. This skinning method is much faster than other skinning methods
(such as dual quaternion (Kavan et al., 2007)) while maintaining reasonable
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Figure 4.2: Different identity-based blend shapes
deformations. However, LBS has several well-known deformation problems
such as ”taffy” and ”bowtie”, which largely influence the realism of the
resulting animation. To alleviate these problems, SMPL incorporates pose-
dependent blend shapes, which can be applied to the shape at rest pose
first and then skinning methods such as LBS can be applied to the mesh for
different poses directly. The pose-dependent blend shapes ”counteract” the
errors caused by LBS and also match the soft-tissue deformations due to the
changes between poses. The resulting pose-dependent blend shape is a linear





where BP is the weighted sum of pose-dependent blend shape, dependent on
pose θ and 207 pose-dependent blend shapes P and θ∗ is the rest pose. Each
joint has a 3x3 rotation matrix. Therefore, the model needs 23 × 9 = 207
pose-dependent blend shapes.
Similarly, the resulting identity-based blend shape is a linear combination





where ~β is a vector for adjusting 10 identity-dependent blend shapes (See
figure 4.2 for examples). The combined blend shape is then:
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B(~β, ~θ) = BP +BS (4.4)
The final mesh (M) is the result of each vertex on the base mesh (M∗)
adding the displacement of each vertex defined by the combined blend shape.
Mi represents the position of the i




All blend shapes are learned based on a large data set of human body
scans. Since this part of the work is beyond the scope of this thesis, the reader
can refer to the paper on SMPL (Loper et al., 2015) for further details.
Once the body shape has been changed with identity-based blend shapes,
the joint locations must be updated accordingly, because the blend shape
may change the limb length and body shapes resulting in changes in joint
locations. Therefore, SMPL defines the joint locations as a function of the
parameters of the identity-based based blend shape ~β,
J = J∗ + J ~β (4.6)
where J∗ is the original rest position of joints, J is the matrix representation
of a joint regressor and J holds the new locations for joints. J is also learned
from a large data set that is explained in the SMPL reference.
4.2 Body Motion Updating
As the reconstructed subject moves in each frame, we must predict the
pose for each visual input (as discussed in the last chapter) and update
the pose of the SMPL human body model. The human body model must
be animated with natural deformations to match reality closely. To achieve
this, we employ SMPL as our parametric human body model for human body
animation, because it both enables natural human body deformation with
the usage of blend shapes, and maintains high computational efficiency.
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(a) Without Pose Blend shapes
(b) With Pose Blend shapes
Figure 4.3: A human model with pose blend shapes enabled has more natural
deformations in the vicinity of joints.
After acquisition of 3D poses data, we calculated the predicted pose P and
saved it in a JSON file (as discussed in Section 3.1), containing 24x4+3=99
values for each time interval. The rotations of 23 joints and the root are
stored as quaternions and the extra three values are the XYZ displacement
of the root respectively. To use the rotation input, we first create mapping
between each joint index and the joints’ name. This allows us to identify
the target joint by name and apply each corresponding rotation. Since the
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acquired rotation is already represented in world space, pose updates can be
applied directly to each joint. At each time interval after the pose is updated,
a function is called to update the parameters for the pose-dependent blend
shapes using (equation 4.2), so that the resulting mesh looks more natural
with the updated pose versus the bare LBS (Figure 4.3).
4.3 Texture and Shape Updates
Figure 4.4: Human body model with texture progression over time.
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A new feature of our system is that the texture and shape of a subject
can be updated with accumulated collaborative inputs from a second person
over time. Texture acquisition was discussed in section 3.2. Currently, we
can obtain a new texture every six seconds; each texture is marked with
the corresponding frame number. For efficiency, our system updates the
texture only when a new texture image is available, by changing the texture
map for the human body model (Figure 4.4). The shape update method is
similar to the pose update one. The integration module receives a JSON
file containing 10 parameters that correspond to identity-based blend shapes
and then assigns these new parameters to the human body model at the
appropriate frame.
4.4 Presentation of Reconstruction Results
In the final phase of integration, we present the rendered reconstruction result
for two types of audiences, those wearing an AR headset to view the result
and those viewing the result on a typical video monitor. For AR headsets, we
render two views by using two virtual cameras placed the same distance apart
as the typical inter-pupillary spacing, 63mm (figure 4.5). By interpreting the
disparities between the left and right views, also called binocular cue, the
human brain can form a sense of depth. Since AR glasses work additively,
adding an image on top of the light which is transmitted through the headset,
the computer-rendered background should be black.
Since access to AR glasses can be limited in demonstration settings, we
choose to also represent the reconstructed result on a conventional monitor
(Figure 4.6). For this view, we blend the rendered reconstruction result onto
the output of a camera which is streaming in real-time. The human body
model is transformed to the camera’s coordinate system.
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Figure 4.5: AR view of reconstruction result, shown in an AR headset.




Figure 4.7: Demonstration Setup for our telepresence system.
The goal of the demonstration is to present the telepresence system to
users wearing headsets in one room, allowing them to interact with people
in another place as if they were all physically present in the same location.
One potential demonstration setup for this telepresence system is shown in
Figure 4.7. We set up two rooms with one holding two people and another
hosting one person. We envision these rooms to be at least 8ft x 8ft in size,
to allow the users to move around and view most parts of one another’s
body for collaboration in reconstruction. The single person in the right
room can view the enhanced collaborative reconstruction result of the two
people (shown translucently) while the two people in the left room can view
the egocentric reconstruction result of the single person. Due to absence of
collaborative enhancement, the reconstruction result for the single person
should be coarser than that of the two people. People outside the rooms can
view the reconstructed results on the tabletop video monitor at right, which
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displays the reconstruction result overlaid on the view of the camera behind
it. Wall-mounted posters assist feature extraction by the SLAM algorithm,
which localizes the headsets.
Currently, Users need to wear backpacks that are connected to the AR
headsets to process the input data and the 3D reconstruction result are
transmitted through Ethernet cable. These backpacks are not shown in
Figure 4.7, as we envision that future headsets will have enough onboard
computational power to process input and transmit data by wireless internet.
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Chapter 5
System Limitation and Future
Work
Currently, each component of our system works independently. We collect
data from individual components and combine them to produce the current
results. For pose estimation, we are working to decrease the number of
IMUs from eight to four. The body shape and texture estimation methods
will also undergo further refinement. Our system still works only offline
at present. The final integration phase uses the prepared offline data from
individual subsystems instead of data transmitted at run time. We will
need to use the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to transmit data at low
latency for pose updates. The performance of the integration subsystem
can be further analyzed within a real-time environment. Specifically for
the demonstration of the system, we can add functions such as replay and
scaling of the reconstruction results to give users more control over result
visualization. Future research can also be done on the scalability of the
telepresence system, as we want the system to support multi-user scenarios.
One planned application of our system is remote physical therapy. A
complete system would enable physical therapists to remotely assist patients
who have difficulties seeing physicians in person at medical institutions. Since
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the patients are usually attended to by family members, this scenario is
ideal for our concept to improve the reconstruction result via collaboration.




In this thesis, we introduced our new AR telepresence system with egocentric
reconstruction utilizing only headsets and a few IMUs, with optional collaboration
from a second user. I designed and implemented system integration and
result demonstration component. Specifically, I employed the SMPL model
to present natural human body motion at a low computational cost. I
investigated and implemented pose, shape, and texture updates within the
Unity game engine. I also developed two methods of representing the reconstruction
results in an AR view and a world view respectively.
From reading this thesis, readers can learn about the overall design and
the structure of our mobile telepresence system. This thesis introduces the
various components that are required to build up a general telepresence
system from hardware setup and data acquisition to integration and demonstration.
It also discusses the new techniques that enable our new version of mobile
telepresence to improve over previous work (Cha et al., 2018).
We hope that our system can inspire more research on mobile telepresence
systems in the future.
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